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This handbook serves as a quick reference guide for building
emergencies. Please keep this handbook in an easily accessible
location to you during an emergency.
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Severe Weather/
Tornado
Severe Weather is defined as a severe thunderstorm with
high winds, hail, floods, tornado, other weather fronts or
acts of God.
Tornado Watch = Conditions are favorable for
tornado formation.

Tornado Warning = A tornado has be sighted or
indicated by weather radar.
When tornado watch is activated


Gather supplies needed in case of warning
 Books, movies
 Snacks
 Flashlights
 Blankets and/or pillows
 Emergency radio or cell phones

When tornado warning is activated
IMMEDIATELY:
 STOP what you are doing (secure staff/students).


Do NOT exit the building.



GO to the assigned area (closing doors behind
you).



Stay clear of doorways and glass areas.



SIT against the wall with your head down between
your knees.



STAY in your shelter area until the all clear
message is given.
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Fire
If you see fire or smoke: (do NOT yell “fire”)


PULL FIRE ALARM
 Alarms are located in hallways near exit doors.



CALL 911
 Give them address_____________________.



EVACUATE as soon as you hear the alarm:
 Make sure hallway is clear.
 Use evacuation cribs for infants (and toddlers if
available)
 Follow the established evacuation route.
 Take necessary items with you:
 Rollcall sheets
 Emergency cards
 Allergy or asthma medications



If smoke becomes heavy, CRAWL. Stay close to the
floor and take short breaths. Stay calm and proceed
toward exit. If available, place a wet cloth over your
nose and mouth for comfort.



Do NOT return to the building until an all clear is given.



Office staff and cooks go to assigned areas.

If the fire is small, not at risk of spreading, and you choose
to try to extinguish it, always send a coworker to pull the
fire alarm and call 911, keep another coworker with you as
an assistant in case you need help, and make sure you
have an unobstructed escape route. If the fire does not go
out quickly, abandon the effort and evacuate.
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Power Outage


Do NOT evacuate the building unless instructed to do so.



Do NOT call 911, except for immediate emergencies such
as fire or medical.



Notify administrative office.



TURN OFF
 Computers and other electrical equipment to
prevent damage or injury when power is restored
 Overhead lights. Leave a desk light on to see when
service is restored.



Do NOT use candles, matches or other flame.



Determine a time line for closing center (if applicable) and
notify parents.



Bring coolers of ice if needed for infant bottles.



LOCK doors, if leaving/closing the work area.



USE STAIRS with emergency lighting or wait for other
personnel with flashlights.

Designated personnel are to notify field staff of the event.
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Medical Emergencies


OR

ASSESS the scene:
 Provide CPR/first aid.
 Have a coworker CALL 911
 Have a coworker retrieve the AED if available.
Using the PA system say:
“Medical emergency in room ___, I need help.”



Do NOT move the victim unless there is an immediate
threat.



NOTIFY the Administration and send someone to meet
emergency responders at the entrance and lead to
emergency scene.



Complete an incident report.

Medical Emergencies due to Allergic reacAny SEVERE SYMPTOMS after suspected
or known ingestion:
One or more of the following:
LUNG:
Short of breath, wheeze,
repetitive cough
HEART:
Pale, blue, faint, weak pulse,
dizzy, confused
THROAT: Tight, hoarse, trouble breathing/
swallowing
MOUTH: Obstructive swelling (tongue
and/or lips)
SKIN:
Many hives over body

1. INJECT EPINEPHRINE
IMMEDIATELY
2. Call 911
3. Begin monitoring
4. Give additional medications:*
—Antihistamine
—Inhaler (bronchodilator)
if asthma
*Antihistamines & inhalers/
bronchodilators are not to be
depended upon to treat a severe

OR combination of symptoms from different

MILD SYMPTOMS ONLY:
MOUTH: Itchy mouth
SKIN:
A few hives around mouth/face,
mild itch
GUT:
Mild nausea/discomfort
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1. GIVE ANTIHISTAMINE
2. Stay with student; alert
healthcare professionals and
parent
3. If symptoms progress (see
above), USE EPINEPHRINE
4. Begin monitoring

SECURE MODE
When the potential for external threats arise in the
surrounding area, the following actions will commence to
secure the building and occupants:


“Secure Mode” will be announced of external threat.



If outside, blow 3 long whistles to signal immediate
movement to inside.



LOCK each door/room and continue activities
within the building.



INFORM all persons the building is in Secure
Mode.



CLOSE all windows.



AWAIT further instructions over the PA or phone.



MONITOR halls if there is movement to other
areas.

Assigned staff will assure doors are locked and
monitored.
All building entry and exit will only occur at Main Door,
which will be monitored by the staff.
This action should be calmly enacted to protect both
staff and students from outside threats.
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Shelter-In-Place
Upon a hazardous material release, immediately activate
the following procedures:
(The basic concept is hazardous conditions are outside
and we survive with the inside air. )













Announce “Secure Mode”. Activate Shelter-inPlace.
Immediately close doors and windows.
Turn off all ventilation that brings in outside air.
Try to move to center of building.
Bring any students or staff outside immediately inside and place in separate area, as they may have
contaminates on them.
Use wet towels or duct tape to seal off any outside
air openings.
If you smell chemicals, breathe through wet cloths
or towels.
Stay above ground as most contaminates are
heavier than air and migrate to low lying areas. i.e,
basements.
Maintain secure mode and refrain from opening
doors as this will allow contaminates to enter and
defeat actions.

Fire Department will determine when area is safe and
will announce when all clear.
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ALICE (Active Shooter/
Threat Response

If one or more active shooters/person causing a threat
enters a school building:



Call 911
ALERT the building using the PA system (or
phone paging system) to provide the location of the
armed intruder/s (i.e.: shooter is in the A-wing near the
gym)



LOCKDOWN (if you determine you cannot safely
leave the building); lock and barricade the door then
look for an alternate escape route.



INFORM (do not use code terminology). Utilizing a
cell phone or other communication device, report to
the police the status of the situation.



COUNTER If unable to barricade the door, prepare
to create distractions with movement, sound, or
throwing objects at the person causing the threat.



EVACUATE/ESCAPE If you and your students are
already outside when the shooting/threat is in
progress, do not re-enter the building. If students/staff
are able to safely leave the building under siege, seek
shelter at your designated off-site evacuation point

A-Alert
L-Lockdown
I-Inform
C-Counter
E-Evacuate/Escape
As with any emergency, common sense or instincts
can be a good compass to follow!
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BOMB THREATS
Upon receipt of a phone call threat:









DO NOT HANG UP, use the report on the following
page to gather more information.
Get another staff to call 911 and Notify Administration.
ANNOUNCE: “Secure Mode, Check your room”
over the PA.
LOCK and secure each room.
TAKE head-count of all persons in your room.
CHECK for suspicious objects in your room and
report any:
 Do NOT touch the item/package
 Do NOT use cell phones/radios
 Do NOT touch light switches
AWAIT further instructions over the PA system.

If evacuation is necessary it will be announced over
the PA system.


EVACUATE to designated area.
 Take necessary items with you:
 Roll Call sheets
 Emergency cards
 Allergy or asthma medications
 Infant bottles
 First Aid Kits




CHECK exits for suspicious items.
ACCOUNT for students and staff through head
counts.
AWAIT further instructions.
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Bomb Threat Report
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Notes
Document Actions and Times
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Notes
Document Actions and Times
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Notes
Document Actions and Times
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Notes
Document Actions and Times
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Important Numbers
Fill in the following fields with important numbers and
contact information for emergencies:

Immediate Supervisor:
Names

Extension

Other Number:

Administrative Director:
Other Important Contacts:
Names

Extension

Other Number:

Names

Extension

Other Number:

As with any emergency, common sense or instincts
can be a good compass to follow!
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